The Future of Human Rights Litigation in U.S. Courts

September 6, 2017
4:30 – 5:30 p.m.

Georgetown Law Centers and Institutes Conference Room
(Williams Library Room 358)

RSVP here

Since the Supreme Court’s 2013 decision in Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum, international human rights litigation in the U.S. has been in crisis. Join us to hear about the Court’s upcoming Alien Tort Statute (ATS) case, Jesner v. Arab Bank, and new strategies emerging to hold U.S. companies accountable for human rights and environmental abuse. Charity Ryerson is a Georgetown Law alum (L’12), a former ATS litigator, and co-founder of Corporate Accountability Lab, a human rights litigation strategy shop formed to address the gaps in legal accountability for transnational companies.

Coffee and light snacks will be provided. For more information, contact HRI Dash/Muse Fellow Ashley Binetti at ab2242@georgetown.edu.